
Exactly the lighting  
experience you intended
Philips StagePainter D60 2000 - Takes LED to a new level of performance

Exactly the lighting experience you intended,  
time after time after time. The lighting experiences 
you create have the power to captivate audiences 
and turn a performance into something magical. 
To bring out the best in your talents, you need 
fixtures that maximise your scene-setting 
capabilities and recreate them perfectly.  
Now you can do just that with StagePainter 
D60 2000 - a system that’s so flexible and 
controllable, it can paint exactly the scene  
wyou imagined with brilliant LED light. 

StagePainter puts creative freedom and  
lighting control at your fingertips with integrated 
colour mixing and an easy to use interface. Bring 
your ideas to life in an endless palette of fast, 
tunable, white or coloured light. Play with colour, 
intensity, hue and saturation to light breathtaking 
moods and dynamic effects.  Then recreate them 
flawlessly, fixture after fixture, night after night. 
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StagePainter D60 2000



Features Benefits

Smart system (LED + Driver) Easy to design-in and easy and intuitive interface

Internal colour feedback mechanism Internal colour feedback mechanism 

Integrated colour mixing Integrated colour mixing

High colour purity Nice saturated colours can be displayed

Dimming to 0 without visible steps Smooth dimming

Adjustable Tc: 2700-6500K Allows perfect control of colour temperature and 
light output level, ideal for TV studio

Improved transition time Fast strobing possible

Design-in overview

Company LUMISIA

Model name LUMI Painter Max - LUMI Painter  - LUMI Painter Mini

Philips lighting system StagePainter D60 2000

Light Technical Characteristics

Type Philips StagePainter D60 2000

Light Output (lm) W: 2000 R: 340 G: 475 B: 115

Dimming (%) 100-0

Colour Temperature (K) 2700-6500

Colour Rendering index >90

RGB gamut R:  x= 0.670 
y= 0.320

G:  x= 0.210 
y= 0.670

B:   x= 0.150 
y= 0.080

Colour consistency initial / at 10 k hrs (SDCM) 5/6

Lumen mainenance (W) 70% @ 50.000 hrs

Power (W) <50

Efficacy LED module + driver (lm/W) 35-40

Input Voltage (V) 120-277

Input Frequency (Hz) 50-60

Control Interface DMX/RDM

TC max (ºC) 65

Burning position Universal

For a LED light experience like no other, it has to be StagePainter from Philips.  
To find out more about visit www.philips.com/lighting/entertainment
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